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fied, and lazy method of evaluating issues of life. But it

serves the purposes of those who control the public mind.

This manipulated dichotomy herds people’s minds into

very confined mental quarters. It gives people a small world

with childish and foolish answers to life’s issues.

In today’s world, those who accept the label of “Conser-

vative” tend to identify with Republicans, and those who

accept the label of “Liberal” identify with Democrats. Thus,

both restrict themselves into even smaller ideological boxes.

Baseless and ridiculous arguments are encouraged

between these ideological cripples, and they rage con-

stantly. It is surprising how off-point and hypocritical some of

their arguments can turn.

Today, Americans are known around the world as over-

enthusiastic and shallow ... led and dominated by program-

mers. These mental handicaps come as a result of

churches, schools, and news agencies. All things are

funneled into two simple categories: conservative (Republi-

can) or liberal (Democrat). People’s minds are trapped within

these two boxes. “Liberals” think “Conservatives” are unedu-

cated and narrow minded. “Conservatives” think “Liberals are

unprincipled and dishonest. Both are pawns pitted against

each other by intellectuals at the top who manipulate the

masses to benefit the 1%.

NARROW MINDS

When all observations and thoughts are force-fitted into

two small boxes, people become fearful and unable to think

outside those established parameters. Thinking outside the

box is deemed unreasonable and crazy. Jesus was accused

of having “a demon” for his out-of-the-box thinking.

Beneficial answers and options can be completely

overlooked or rejected without even consideration. Preju-

dices can rule men’s minds to the point that “out-of-the-box-

thinking” is looked upon as blasphemy or social suicide.

Thus, mental programming keeps the herds of people

mentally corralled and pacified, unable to object to, or even

to see, the machinations and plans of the 1%.

TWISTED ISSUES
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STRAIGHT TALK

“... now make us a king to judge us like all the nations.”   – 1 Samuel 8:5

MANAGED PERSPECTIVES

I want to discuss an issue that has been in the news of

late. This issue is being managed/manipulated for the

benefit of an evil system and evil people. But the people

pulling the strings are not the ones getting attention.

What I’m referring to is the racial uproar and the riots

being triggered from shootings by police. Ferguson, Mis-

souri was ground zero for the explosion of racial tensions

after an unarmed Black kid was shot and killed by a

Ferguson policeman. This was not an isolated incident.

It appears that Americans are once again being set up

by the news agencies who publish the questions they want

asked, and then publish the prescribed answers. People’s

minds aren’t allowed to stray from the managed perspec-

tives of the politicians, churches, and news agencies. Thus,

the public mind can be directed to accept whatever ends

the controllers prefer.

Americans have accepted centuries of religious and

political manipulation of their minds. They have proven to be

easy prey for those who manage the public mind; i.e.,

agents of the Beast System.

The majority of Americans are willing captives of a

planned strategy to box them into two camps: so-called

“Liberal,” or so-called “Conservative.” The controllers who

create the two “boxes” (paradigms) have also given pre-

scribed definitions for the people trapped in the boxes.

These two ideological boxes imprison the minds of

Americans to control their thinking. People are being led

into “Paradigmatic Reasoning.” This is a mental trap that

funnels all observations into a preformed mental picture (a

paradigm). Instead of letting their observations shape their

understanding, they let their paradigms shape their observa-

tions without considering options. This is classic prejudice,

and it always means shallow thinking.

This occurs especially when people are evaluating

issues in religion and politics. In other words, paradigmatic

thinkers tend to sort issues by categorizing them into either

“Liberal” or “Conservative” camps. It is a naive, oversimpli-
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In this environment, issues are easily manipulated to be

perceived in ways that are unrealistic but paradigmatically

acceptable. They get categorized under the two headings:

“Liberal” or “Conservative.” And there the issue is contained

no matter what the question may be. Prescribed “Liberal”

reasoning, or prescribed “Conservative” reasoning  is applied

to every issue that arises. And none of these captive minds

realize that the 1% control and manage both camps, both

“Liberals” and “Conservatives.” People are blinded to reality.

So, people cannot analyze what they cannot see. But

what if their eyes were opened to a real, viable alternative

way of thinking? What if people were enabled to consider

the issues and problems of society in terms of a different

paradigm that had been lost to our ancestors in the distant

past? What if the problems of society didn’t have to be

force-fitted into those two boxes prescribed by the 1%?

Here’s the point. The answers to what is actually behind

these manipulated issues, as in Ferguson, Missouri, etc.,

cannot be understood based on the fabricated paradigms of

“Liberal” vs. “Conservative.” These are not merely racial

conflicts. Stay with me and I’ll explain more.

CONTROLLING THE MASSES

In recent months we’ve been shown, via TV and Internet,

a series of needless killings by police. The victims that

made news headlines were mostly young Blacks. The one

incident that sparked a national outrage was a shooting of a

Black kid by a white cop in Ferguson, Missouri last August.

Then other killings by cops began getting news coverage.

In November, a 12-year-old Black boy playing with a

plastic toy gun in a park in Cleveland was shot and killed by

a Cleveland policeman. This was caught on camera.

Other shootings by cops were caught on cell phone

cameras and posted on Youtube for everyone to see.

In December, a group of New York City police sur-

rounded a nonviolent, unarmed Black man on a sidewalk.

One of the policemen, assisted by his fellow officers, came

from behind and got him around his neck in a choke hold

and choked him to death. All this was caught on camera.

Another unarmed Black man was shot and killed earlier

(in January) in Houston by a “law enforcement officer.” All

these killer cops got off without punishment or loss of jobs.

America saw these few headlines, but killings like these

are common. Victims are from all races (not just Blacks)

every year. It isn’t just a race issue. These incidents are

being repeated over and over. In America, cops killed 1100

people in 2014, and 1800 in 2013 according to a private

website dedicated to keeping track. And now we are hearing

about a few incidents around the country where civilians are

shooting cops. Most of the irate men shooting cops are

White ... but the ones we hear most about are the Black

ones. Again, news agencies are playing the race card

because they know it gets attention, and it starts trouble.

When police kill citizens they are almost always

declared to have acted within approved rules of conduct, and

they receive no reprimand. But anyone who kills a cop

usually gets killed right on the scene or shortly after.

I might add that unnecessary bullying by police is not a

new thing ... nor is it only toward Blacks. All races, includ-

ing White women, children, and even their dogs ... are

common victims of police brutality and shootings. Blacks

are not the only victims, but they seem to be the only ones

who get riled enough to protest ... so they stand out.

The airing of these recent killings, both on TV and on

Internet, has caused Black communities to protest and riot,

especially in Missouri. Thousands of protestors and rioters,

Black and non-Black, from many states organized in cities

from California to New York. And, as usual, violence taints

these public marches and protests. So that violence, above

all else, gets the attention of most people. The inevitable

chaos of protests is the issue that grabs people’s attention

although it results in very few, if any, deaths.

People watching the news from their homes don’t like

seeing mobs and riots. So they tend to conclude that the

victims deserved to be shot because “they were trouble

makers, and police are only doing their jobs.”

The public tends to believe statements from cops more

than statements from the victims, or from witnesses in

defense of the victims. In short, Americans don’t like to find

fault with cops ... much like they don’t want to find fault with

soldiers, even when they kill unarmed old men, women and

children. Those who think war is honorable and soldiers are

heroes should watch Winter Soldiers on YouTube. There

were two: one of Vietnam veterans and one of Iraq veterans.

Both groups testify of atrocities against innocent people.

In this current upset, most people are choosing sides

based on race. As I said before, it is easy to get Americans

into race arguments. Again,  the root of the problem gets

covered up and ignored.

Clearly there is a problem here that deserves attention.

However, the politicians, the news agencies, and the protest

organizers (and funders) are reshaping the public’s thinking

so that false issues draw attention, and the real issues are

getting swept under the rug.

RESHAPING THE ISSUE

The real issue in this case is NOT race. The real issue

is the system itself, including the cops. The whole system

is built upon a criminal, Babylonian/Roman philosophy.

There is no way to make that system work for justice and

freedom. It was conceived and established for one thing

only: to empower and enrich a class of plutocratic rulers

over a huge class of servants. Babylon is the mother of this

system. Rome was her daughter. And the US Government is

her current daughter ... still speaking as the “Dragon” (Rev.

13:11-12), and still based on Babylonian principles. It is an

evil system with wrong and evil laws. There is no way for

this system to be anything other than criminal, because

there is no right way to do a wrong thing. People will never

get good answers from this wrong and evil Beast System.

So the controllers today are pushing the race issue to

escalate fear and hatred between the races, garner financial

support, and build a pretext for enlarging and strengthening

the police state. They use the pretext of racial prejudice

because it is an issue that gets attention and diverts people

from the real issues.

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=winter+soldiers+vietnam
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=winter+soldiers+iraq


The issue of a criminal system and its unlawful “stand-

ing armies” gets twisted into other issues to divert gullible

Americans from the truth and from reality.

It is an astute political move. The politicians and news

agencies know from experience that Americans, both Black

and White, are always quick to get on board an argument

about race. Plus, both sides already have their minds set.

The Blacks are sure that the Whites are the problem, and

the Whites are sure that the Blacks are the problem.

Thus, the racial argument ensues and the real cause is

covered up. Both sides are being played against each other

as a smoke screen to cover the fact that the Beast System

is shaping the issue and profiting from it.

The racial problem is an issue worth considering, but it

is not the issue behind the cop problem. The criminal

system, run by bankers and politicians, has encouraged

and facilitated racial/cultural integration into American

society. Everyone knows that contrasting races/cultures

should not be forced together. All races/cultures, if left

alone, prefer to live and work among their own. But America

has been made a “melting pot” where diverse races and

cultures have been forced to mix together in common living

areas called “cities.” This goes against every law of nature

and common sense. Races/cultures should never be

uprooted and moved into other strange cultures. To do so

destroys both cultures while creating hatred and misery.

That is the truth of the real race issue. But that is not

the issue at hand. That is not what’s behind the police

problems. Racial prejudice may be a factor in the troubles,

but there is a greater issue at the root of the problem. It is

the issue of cops against all citizens.

SERVE AND PROTECT WHO?

Police and sheriff badges and insignias often sport the

motto “To Serve & Protect.” Everyone has heard it. It sounds

good, and it gives cops the status

of heroes.

But the question is, who do

cops serve and protect? Do they

serve and protect you? Do they

make you feel safe? Or do you fear

them and avoid them? How would

you say that cops think of you?

A. As a friend, having your best

interests at heart?

- or -

B. As someone to distrust, to surveil and control?

I know which one best describes how they think of me

... and it isn’t “friendly.”

So, I conclude that their motto, “To Serve And Protect”

doesn’t apply to me ... and I don’t think it applies to you.

To whom, then, does it apply?

Well, cops have employers. They are hired and paid by

someone. Those who hire them, train them, and write their

pay checks are the ones they work for. Right? So who is

that? Who do these law enforcers serve and  protect?

That’s right. They work for the governments and the

corporations who give them their jobs and make their laws.

They don’t work for the lowly common man.

So ... there you are. Now you know who cops work for,

and who they don’t work for; who they serve, and who they

don’t serve.

That leaves you and me out ... which shouldn’t come as

a surprise. Cops don’t serve and protect you and me. In

fact, we (the public) are the ones police are hired to guard

against. We are their targets. Government and corporations

hire cops to protect them from the public. Hmmm. That

means that their laws and their law enforcers are against us.

No wonder they surveil us! No wonder they corral and

control us. No wonder they shoot us. We are “the enemy,”

and police training (cadet training) teaches cops to view the

public as their first concern: their number one threat. Some

cops may realize this, but most are probably too dumb and

macho to realize that they are enemies of the people.

Did you think they are trained to help you? Really? Did

you also think that the purpose of the US Military is to

protect and help this country? Can you name one time they

protected America from an external threat?

They didn’t protect Pearl Harbor in 1941. In fact,

Roosevelt and the Navy were complicit in the attack.

It didn’t protect the WTC from the 9-11 attack in 2001. In

fact, the whole thing was orchestrated from inside the White

House and the Pentagon.

No. The actions of the US Military have been to subju-

gate other nations for the benefit of international corpora-

tions ... not to protect America. It is nothing but the enforce-

ment arm of the international bankers to facilitate their

raping of the planet. The highly recognized and decorated

WW1 General, Smedly Butler, said it right when he stated

that as a general he had been fighting wars to make the

world safe for Standard Oil and other powerful corporations.

It is ironic when you think about it. What a con job!

Politicians and bankers hire standing armies (police and

military) to guard their criminal enterprises. Then they tax

citizens to fund their armies, telling the people that cops

and soldiers “serve and protect” the public.

But who would be silly enough to be tricked by this

crude deception? Well, sadly, just about everyone. People

may not realize that life can go on without cops and profes-

sional soldiers (mercenaries). Plus, they may not know that

there is a viable and sensible alternative to professional

politicians and government-hired mercenary gunmen (i.e.,

cops and soldiers). Keep reading and I’ll explain.

The whole thing is actually pretty sad. But things do

make more sense to you once you know where you stand in

the eyes of the Beast System and its standing armies -

national, state, county, and city.

There are some brilliant writers exposing the police

state today. You should research this subject. One such

writer is former assistant US Treasurer, Paul Craig Roberts.

Read his articles at http://www.paulcraigroberts.org/.

THE SYSTEM

When a person first begins to catch wind of the truth

explained above, he generally assumes that this problem

has come as the result of some great mistake. He may

http://www.paulcraigroberts.org/
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assume that people were irresponsible and somehow

allowed the system to fall into disorder. Or perhaps a few

evil men crept into the system unawares and perverted it.

It’s a nice theory, but it couldn’t be more wrong. The

system isn’t broken ... it was created this way. The system

is based upon Babylonian/Roman principles of government.

The Bible refers to this man-made system as a “Beast.” I

call it “The Beast System.” The American people have opted

for this Beast System and rejected God’s System ... much

like Israel did in 1 Samuel 8:4-22. The Beast System

violates every Bible principle including law enforcement. God

gave man reasonable instructions for laws and law enforce-

ment, but those instructions are intentionally rejected in the

US system, and they are replaced with man-made laws and

law enforcement.

God’s way of governing society is, frankly, so different

from the Beast System’s way of governing that most people

today would reject it out of hand. Their minds have been so

programmed, so inured to the serpent mindset, that they

would reject God Himself in favor of the Beast System.

But let us see if we can create some new thoughts by

going to the Bible for answers instead of going to the Beast.

GOD’S SYSTEM – Q&A

You already know how the Beast System handles

issues of law and law enforcement, so I won’t go into that.

Instead, I’ll give you some answers as to how God’s System

is different, particularly in law and law enforcement.

Q1: Who is supposed to make our laws?

A1: No one is supposed to make law. All law is already

made. It was given by God. Our duty is not to make our own

laws, but rather to apply the laws that God has given us.

Q2: Where do we find God’s laws?

A2: God’s laws are taught in the Bible ... mostly in the

Old Testament books of Moses.

Q3: Aren’t the Old Testament laws obsolete?

A3: God’s laws never change. But covenants can

change. The Old Covenant came into existence in Moses’

day. It brought with it “ADDED” laws – laws that were

ADDED (Gal. 3:19) to the already existing laws of God.

Those ADDED LAWS were covenant laws, and they were

applicable only as long as that Covenant was applicable. It

was abandoned in 1 Sam. 8.

Q4: According to God’s system, how do the police, the

courts, and the prisons work?

A4: In God’s system there are no legislatures, no

policemen, no lawyers, no prisons. Study both books of

Judges. God’s judges are not hired or bribed, and God’s

courts are elders who hear cases and render judgments.

Q5: What about the separation of church & state?

A5: In God’s system there is no church & state per se.

The nation looks much different since there is no legislature,

no politicians, no government, and thus no government-

empowered courts, no taxing powers, no standing armies.

Instead, God’s system is law and justice. You see, the

Roman-style system of church & state is all wrong. That’s

why we can never be free, resolve problems of society, or

find good answers as long as we accept this system.

Q6: How would God’s laws be enforced without police-

men, lawyers, courts, and prisons?

A6: Laws would be enforced by the people; you and me,

without hired mercenary thugs (police). Crimes or com-

plaints would be brought before a panel of elders who

understand God’s laws and are able to apply those prin-

ciples to resolve issues. The elders (judges) would render

their decision. That decision would settle the matter at law,

and the correct remedy would be declared. If the decision is

against the defendant, then he would have the opportunity to

abide by the decision and comply with the law. If he refused

to abide by the decision, he would be declared an “outlaw”

(i.e., he would be “outside the law”) and he would forfeit his

access to the courts and the protection of the law.

Enforcement? Here’s how that works. If the elders/

judges hearing the case find the accused guilty, and if they

agree on a punishment in accordance with Bible law, that

verdict would stand. But it would fall to the aggrieved party

(and his/her family) to enforce the verdict, collect the fine,

take retribution, etc. ... even if it is a death sentence. If the

aggrieved party elects to not enforce the verdict, then the

defendant would go unpunished, and it would bring shame

upon the aggrieved party.

However, if the aggrieved party is unable (infirm, frail, or

too elderly) to enforce the sentence, he/she may appoint an

“avenger of blood” (i.e., a champion) to enforce the sentence

for him/her.

In the case where a man kills some one by accident or

by unintended negligence, the man can flee to an appointed

“city of refuge” where he is safe from the avenger of blood.

Here are the passages that explain these points. I don’t

have room to quote them, so look in your Bible and read

them for yourself.

Apportioned authority, low & high courts – Ex. 18:19-26

Punishment for turning after false gods – Lev. 20:1-7

Punishment for blaspheming God – Lev. 24:13-23

Cities of refuge and revengers of blood –  Nu. 35:9-34

Appointing elders/judges –  Dt. 1:13-18

Law enforced by all the people –  Dt. 13:1-11; 17:6-13

Punishment for rebellious son –  Dt. 21:18-21

Punishment for unchastity –  Dt. 22:13-21

Cities of refuge and revengers of blood –  Josh. 20:1-9

Ten Commandments = basis for all law – Ex. 20:1-17

Under God’s law there is true justice and freedom. The

principles contained in these laws, applied correctly, are the

answers to every civil question and every issue at law in any

society. If they sound strange to you it is only because you

have been mentally programmed to reject them.


